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l.Introduction

Choice of suitable representation of geometric objects in image processing systems 
attracts many attention of researchers and still remains an open question. For image processing 
systems it would be very useful to create a unified geometric representation of object at all 
stages of image interpretation, as traditional geometric modeling systems usually use 
homogeneous objects of one certain dimension. It can allow in a unified manner to realize as 
description of objects in different dimensions, as the transition between such objects within 
this representation [1].

With this purpose we consider a cellular representation, which enable us to 
describe geometric objects-manifolds and non-manifolds and graphic images simultaneously. 
Due to this property cellular representation posseses more flexible possibilities, than other 
used representations in image processing like models in the form of polyhedra, guadrics and 
general cylinders. More full description of cellular image complexes starting to use for image 
representation and interpretation is given in [2].

In this paper, for cellular image complexes we consider topological invariants which 
can be used for image and object interpretation and analysis. The main types of topological 
invariants are extracted and considered. The Euler characteristic of cellular image complexes 
is considered in detail and its local computability is investigated.

2.CelluIar complexes and their use for geometric modeling and 
image processing.

The geometric modeling systems deal with geometric objets of different nature. 
Computer graphics used vector devices (displays and graphic plotters) considers points and 
edges (segments and arcs) which are homeomorphic to unit interval ]0,1[. In a raster graphics, 
two-dimensional objects homeomorphic to unit square objects are aded. Three- dimensional 
objects like arbitrary oriented points, lines, surfaces and solid objects are considered in 
computer geometry and graphics. Objects-manifolds and non-manifolds are the main objects 
of investigation in geometric modeling problems. Object-manifolds determined as a subset of 
3D Euclidean space E5 that is bounded,closed, semianalytic and regular one [1].

The objects-manifolds are topological polyhedra, i.e. we can consider them as bent 
polyhedra with well behaviour boundaries. They are not necessary connected objects and can 
have holes inside them.



Expansion of geometric modeling representation domain takes place when objects- 
non-manifolds are introduced. The objects containing dangling edges, dangling faces, 
stand-alone vertices are examples of non-manifolds. The definition of objects-non-manifolds 
is obtained from the objects-manifolds definition by means of removal of regularity condition.

Cellular representation in a uniform mode describes geometric objects-manifolds 
and non-manifolds unlike other geometric models which not enable to represent in united 
structure without contradictions the objects formed by various forms like wire-frame, surface 
and solid figures.

The fundamental notions of cellular representation are cell and cellular complex. An 
abstract cellular complex C= (X,B,dim) is a set X of abstract elements provided with an 
antisymmetric, irreflexive and transitive binary relation BcX*X called the bounding relation 
and with a dimension function dim:X-»I from X into the set I of the non- negative integers, 
such that dim( x')< dim( x") for all pairs ( x’,x")sB.

The notation ( х',х")бВ indicates that x’ is face of x” . A point , that is a 0- 
dimensional cell, is a face of segment or triangle, or tetrahedron. A segment, that is 1- 
dimensional cell, is a face of triangle, or tetrahedron.

One of the advantages of cellular representation is contained in its possibility to unify 
describe geometric objects-manifolds, non-manifolds and graphic images.

In terms of cellular representation, a graphic image is defined as a 2-dimensional 
cellular complex with a label of brightness value ascribed to every cell [3].

The basic property of digital image is connectivity. There is one type of 
connectivity for cellular complex, which substitutes earlier introduced versions of 4- and 8- 
connectedness.

A subset S of a complex С is called a connected one, if for any two elements x' 
and x" in S there exists a sequence of elements all in S, beginning from x' and ending in Xм in 
such a way that for every two elements being adjacent in this sequence one of them is 
bounding the other.

When we deal with binary digital images we should use the opposite type of 
connectivity for the objects and the background in order to avoid the connectivity paradox. 
Otherwise the Jordan Curve Theorem breaks down, which says that the complement of a 
nondegenerate simple closed curve always has exactly two connected components.

The cellular representation allows to remove the connectedness paradox appearing in 
using the same type of 4- or 8-connectedness for both the objects and the background.

3. Topological invariants of cellular image complexes.

Among the image processing system tasks one can distinguish the task of 
interpretation and recognition of images. The aim of these tasks is to reveal such image 
characteristics that we can use to identify the analysed objects and to recognise them [4].

Each image component may have its set of features which characterizes it. Let us 
consider topological features including topological image invariants. There are following 
topological image features: number of connected components on image, number of holes, Euler 
characteristic , dimension, homology group, orientability, fundamental group.

Calculation of homology group gives information about holes in cellular complex 
and its twist. For arbitrary cellular complex К cellular homology group is defined as [5]:



H*K = H„(K'\Kn'J)>
where Kn ,КЛ ̂ аге n- and n-1-dimensional skeletons of complex K, and relative homology 

group is defined as factor group of relative cycle group on relative boundaries group 
H*|(X,Y) = Z„(X,Y)/Ba(X,Y), 

where X,Y are topological spaces.
Fundamental group showes homeomorphism of two compared cellular complexes. 

If fundamental groups of cellular complexes do not coincide, then analysed complexes are 
wittingly not homeomorphic.

The topological invariant of orientability can be used to exclude from consideration 
the surfaces having no physical realization in R3

The Euler characteristic of cellular complex is key notion in study of complex 
connectivity.

Several topological features such as Euler characteristic, number of holes, number of 
connected components can be calculated during execution the connected components labeling 
process. To increase effectiveness of topological features computing ,the broken points are 
distinguished, for example points of bend and of maximum curvature what solve the 
approximation problem of discrete object by some polygon.

Use of topological image features allow to take into consideration image structure 
during recognition process. This approach can be used for description and analysis of 
complicated images and scenes. The main principle of such structural approach consists in 
studying and using relations between elements composing the image. The principle is realized 
by means of image representation in the form of the cellular complex. Such representation 
takes into consideration a hierarchical object structure. Object within some level of hierarchy is 
determined by means of assigment of object subset on lower level, which were defined 
preliminarily. These objects must satisfy some restrictions. A new object is received from the 
old ones by theoretic-set operations.

We want to note that cells themselves are calculation invariantable regarding definite 
groups of transformations: О-cells are calculation invariant about similarity group, affine, 
projective and any non-linear group. Linear edges (1-cells) and accordingly affine 2- and 3- 
cells possess calculation invariantness about similarity group, affine and projective groups but 
they are not invariant about nonlinear transformations. Nonlinear edges and 2- and 3-cells 
being quadrics are invariant about similarity group and affine group but are not invari- ant 
about nonlinear and projective groups [6]. Choice of corresponding transformation group 
allows to achieve high effectiveness of computer realization that promote to unification of 
computer vision systems.

4.Euler characteristic in cellular image complexes.

The Euler characteristic of an arbitrary cellular complex С of dimension D without 
cavities and holes is defined in R2 or R5 as follows:

я
/ ( C )  = 2 ( - i ) V i  

where dL is a number of cells of i-dimension.

Another definition of the Euler characteristic of a cellular complex С in the space



R 2 has the following type./(C ) is equal to the number of connected components minus the 
number of holes in C.

The Euler characteristic/(C) of a cellular complex С in the space R3 is equal to the 
number of connected components plus the number of cavities in С minus the number of holes 
through C. The Euler characteristic of a traditional digital image P is defined as the Euler cha
racteristic of its continuos analogue:

/(P )= /(S (P ))

For the image represented as a cellular complex the Euler characteristic is computed 
directly without building its continuous analogue.

If the binary image P has n^ components of the l's, and nc components of 0's 
surrounded by the l's, then the Euler characteristic /  (P)= n / -nQ + 1.

The Euler characteristic is locally computable when we use the definitions of 4- 
connectivity for the objects and 8-connectivity for the background, or vice versa, and is not 
locally computable when the same definitions of 4- or 8- connectivity is used for the objects 
and the background [7].

We have proved the following statement.
The Euler characteristic of the image represented as a cellular complex is locally 

computable.
Let us demonstrate the truth of the given statement on the following examples. 

Consider two digital images.
In substitution of the underlined 1 for 0 the numbers of local patterns in the 

examples a) and b) are changed equally. Show that the Euler characteristic is changed by the 
same amount, that is, it is locally computable.

Let consider the first case, that is when the open star of О-cell e contains two 
diagonal pairs of pixels with pairwise equivalent values of brightness and the given О-cell e 
belongs to the background.
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If we substitute the underlined 1 for 0, then for the example a) the value n / is
increased by 1, nc is not changed. It is analogues for the example b) the value n  ̂ is increased 
by 1, n c is not changed. So in the both examples the Euler characteristic is increased by 1.

Now consider the second case when 0-ceil e belongs to the object if the open star of 
e contains two diagonal pairs of pixels with pairwise equivalent values of brightness.

Then in substitution of 1 for 0 in both examples the number of components of 
units n^ and the number of components of zeroes n 0 is not changed.

We have shown that in the same changing of local patterns the Euler characteristic is 
changed equally.



We have proved the property of local computability of the Euler characteristic of 
image represented as a cellular complex. The Euler characteristic and its properties are of 
great significance in order to identificate the objects and to simplify the parallelization met
hods.

5.Conclusion

The paper considers cellular model of graphic images enabling us in united and 
noncontradictory manner to describe geometrical and graphic information. The model is well 
adapted for graphic input systems with small permiting ability. The model can be used for 
recognition of graphic and grey-scale images, for investigation of image compression 
algorithms preserving its topology. Among the topological features of the image a special 
attention was given to Euler characteristic of images and it is shown, that if the image is 
represented as cellular complex, its Euler characteristic is locally computable.
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